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1: "Options as a Strategic Investment" by Larry McMillan Â» Lawrence McMillan | MarketHEIST
"Options as a Strategic Investment" provides a solid foundation in the basic properties and advantages of options, listed
and non-equity, and goes on to detail scores of proven techniques and tactics for a wide array of market
www.enganchecubano.com reflects today's market realities and the new innovative options products available.

There are many strategies available that limit risk and maximize return. With a little effort, traders can learn
how to take advantage of the flexibility and power options offer. This is a very popular strategy because it
generates income and reduces some risk of being long stock alone. The trade-off is that you must be willing to
sell your shares at a set price: To execute the strategy, you purchase the underlying stock as you normally
would, and simultaneously write or sell a call option on those same shares. In this example we are using a call
option on a stock, which represents shares of stock per call option. For every shares of stock you buy, you
simultaneously sell 1 call option against it. It is referred to as a covered call because in the event that a stock
rockets higher in price, your short call is covered by the long stock position. Investors might use this strategy
when they have a short-term position in the stock and a neutral opinion on its direction. Check out my Options
for Beginners course live trading example below. In this video, I sell a call against my long stock position. The
holder of a put option has the right to sell stock at the strike price. Each contract is worth shares. The reason an
investor would use this strategy is simply to protect their downside risk when holding a stock. An example of
a married put would be if an investor buys shares of stock and buys 1 put option simultaneously. This strategy
is appealing because an investor is protected to the downside should a negative event occur. At the same time,
the investor would participate in all of the upside if the stock gains in value. The only downside to this
strategy occurs if the stock does not fall, in which case the investor loses the premium paid for the put option.
With the long put and long stock positions combined, you can see that as the stock price falls the losses are
limited. Yet, the stock participates in upside above the premium spent on the put. Check out my Options for
Beginners course video, where I break down the use of a protective put to insure my gains in a stock. Both call
options will have the same expiration and underlying asset. The trade-off when putting on a bull call spread is
that your upside is limited, while your premium spent is reduced. If outright calls are expensive, one way to
offset the higher premium is by selling higher strike calls against them. This is how a bull call spread is
constructed. Watch me break down a bull call spread in my Advanced Options Trading course video below: In
this strategy, the investor will simultaneously purchase put options at a specific strike price and sell the same
number of puts at a lower strike price. Both options would be for the same underlying asset and have the same
expiration date. It offers both limited losses and limited gains. An Alternative To Short Selling. The trade-off
when employing a bear put spread is that your upside is limited, but your premium spent is reduced. If outright
puts are expensive, one way to offset the high premium is by selling lower strike puts against them. This is
how a bear put spread is constructed. This strategy is often used by investors after a long position in a stock
has experienced substantial gains. This is a neutral trade set-up, meaning that you are protected in the event of
falling stock, but with the trade-off of having the potential obligation to sell your long stock at the short call
strike. Again, though, the investor should be happy to do so, as they have already experienced gains in the
underlying shares. In my Advanced Options Trading course, you can see me break down the protective collar
strategy in easy-to-understand language. This strategy allows the investor to have the opportunity for
theoretically unlimited gains, while the maximum loss is limited only to the cost of both options contracts
combined. A Simple Approach to Market Neutral. This strategy becomes profitable when the stock makes a
large move in one direction or the other. Watch how I break down a straddle in easy-to-understand language,
from my Advanced Options Course: This could, for example, be a wager on an earnings release for a company
or an FDA event for a health care stock. Losses are limited to the costs or premium spent for both options.
This strategy becomes profitable when the stock makes a very large move in one direction or the other. Watch
me as I break down the mechanics of a strangle in plain, easy-to-understand language. This is an excerpt from
my Advanced Options Trading course. Butterfly Spread All of the strategies up to this point have required a
combination of two different positions or contracts. All options are for the same underlying asset and
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expiration date. For example, a long butterfly spread can be constructed by purchasing one in-the-money call
option at a lower strike price, while selling two at-the-money call options, and buying one out-of-the-money
call option. A balanced butterfly spread will have the same wing widths. An investor would enter into a long
butterfly call spread when they think the stock will not move much by expiration. Maximum loss occurs when
the stock settles at the lower strike or below, or if the stock settles at or above the higher strike call. This
strategy has both limited upside and limited downside. In this strategy, the investor simultaneously holds a
bull put spread and a bear call spread. The iron condor is constructed by selling 1 out-of-the-money put and
buying 1 out-of-the-money put of a lower strike bull put spread , and selling 1 out-of-the-money call and
buying 1 out-of-the-money call of a higher strike bear call spread. All options have the same expiration date
and are on the same underlying asset. This trading strategy earns a net premium on the structure and is
designed to take advantage of a stock experiencing low volatility. Many traders like this trade for its perceived
high probability of earning a small amount of premium. The further away the stock moves through the short
strikes lower for the put, higher for the call , the greater the loss up to the maximum loss. Maximum loss is
usually significantly higher than the maximum gain, which intuitively makes sense given that there is a higher
probability of the structure finishing with a small gain. In this strategy, an investor will sell an at-the-money
put and buy an out-of-the-money put, while also selling an at-the-money call and buying an out-of-the-money
call. It is common to have the same width for both spreads. The long out-of-the-money call protects against
unlimited downside. The long out-of-the-money put protects against downside from the short put strike to
zero. Profit and loss are both limited within a specific range, depending on the strike prices of the options
used. Investors like this strategy for the income it generates and the higher probability of a small gain with a
non-volatile stock. The maximum gain is the total net premium received. Maximum loss occurs when the
stock moves above the long call strike or below the long put strike. Trading Center Want to learn how to
invest? Get a free 10 week email series that will teach you how to start investing. Delivered twice a week,
straight to your inbox.
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Lawrence G. McMillan is a professional trader and the author of the bestselling Options as a Strategic Investment. He
appears regularly on CNBC and Bloomberg TV, and is the recipient of the prestigious Sullivan Award due to his
contribution to the growth and integrity of the US options markets.

Most often, it occurs when the new readers cease utilizing the eBooks as they are not able to utilize all of them
with the appropriate and effectual style of reading these books. There present variety of reasons behind it due
to which the readers stop reading the eBooks at their first most effort to make use of them. Nevertheless, there
exist some techniques that may help the readers to really have a good and powerful reading encounter.
Someone should fix the correct brightness of display before reading the eBook. As a result of this they suffer
with eye sores and head aches. The best solution to overcome this acute issue is to decrease the brightness of
the displays of eBook by making specific changes in the settings. It is suggested to keep the brightness to
possible minimal level as this will help you to increase the time you could spend in reading and give you great
relaxation onto your eyes while reading. A good eBook reader ought to be set up. It will be useful to have a
great eBook reader to be able to really have a great reading experience and high quality eBook display. You
can also make use of complimentary software that could offer the readers with many functions to the reader
than just a simple platform to read the desirable eBooks. Apart from offering a place to save all your valuable
eBooks, the eBook reader software even provide you with a large number of characteristics in order to
improve your eBook reading experience than the traditional paper books. You can even enhance your eBook
reading encounter with help of choices furnished by the software program like the font size, full screen mode,
the certain variety of pages that need to be displayed at once and also change the color of the background. You
must not make use of the eBook always for many hours without breaks. You must take appropriate rests after
specific intervals while reading. Nevertheless, this does not mean that you should step away from the
computer screen every now and then. Constant reading your eBook on the computer screen for a long time
without taking any rest can cause you headache, cause your neck pain and suffer with eye sores and also cause
night blindness. So, it is important to provide your eyes rest for a little while by taking rests after particular
time intervals. This will help you to prevent the troubles that otherwise you may face while reading an eBook
continuously. While reading the eBooks, you need to prefer to read enormous text. So, boost the size of the
text of the eBook while reading it on the screen. Although this may mean that you will have less text on every
page and greater amount of page turning, you will manage to read your desirable eBook with great
convenience and have a great reading experience with better eBook display. It is recommended not to go for
reading the eBook in full screen mode. Even though it might appear easy to read with full-screen without
turning the page of the eBook fairly often, it set ton of stress on your eyes while reading in this mode. Always
favor to read the eBook in the exact same length that would be similar to the printed book. This is so, because
your eyes are used to the length of the printed book and it would be comfortable that you read in the same
way. By using different techniques of page turn you can additionally enhance your eBook experience. You can
try many methods to turn the pages of eBook to improve your reading experience. Check out whether you can
turn the page with some arrow keys or click a special section of the display, aside from using the mouse to
handle everything. Favor to make us of arrow keys if you are leaning forward. Try using the mouse if you are
comfy sitting back. Lesser the movement you have to make while reading the eBook better is going to be your
reading experience. Technical problems One problem on eBook readers with LCD screens is that it will not
take long before you strain your eyes from reading. This will definitely help to make reading easier. By using
all these effective techniques, you can surely enhance your eBook reading experience to a fantastic extent.
These tips will help you not only to prevent particular hazards which you may face while reading eBook often
but also facilitate you to take pleasure in the reading experience with great relaxation. The download link
provided above is randomly linked to our ebook promotions or third-party advertisements and not to download
the ebook that we reviewed. We recommend to buy the ebook to support the author. Thank you for reading.
Search a Book Search Recommended Books.
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Since its original publication, Options as a Strategic Investment has answered many a question; and each succeeding
edition has answered many more. It is the options reference in our office." John Bollinger - CFA, CMT, President
Bollinger Capital Management, Manhattan Beach, California.

Launch The market in listed options and non-equity option products provides investors and traders with a
wealth of new, strategic opportunities for managing their investments. This updated and revised Third Edition
of the bestselling options book of al time gives you the latest market-tested tools for maximizing the earnings
potential of your portfolio while reducing downside risk-no matter how the market is performing. Inside this
expanded edition are scores of proven techniques and business-tested tactics for investing in may of the
innovative new options products available. Written especially for investors who have some familiarity with
the option market, this comprehensive reference also shows you the concepts and applications of various
option strategies-how they work, in which situations, and whyâ€¦techniques for using index options and
futures to protect your portfolio and improve your returnâ€¦and the implications of the tax laws for option
writers, including allowable long-term gains and losses. From the Publisher The options world has a lot to
offer investors and traders alike, but it can be dauntingly hard to understand. Since its original publication,
Options as a Strategic Investment has answered many a question; and each succeeding edition has answered
many more. It is the options reference in our office. This latest version of his original classic presents his latest
thinking on options. McMillan is truly the master of his field. It has established the benchmark by which all
other option books are compared â€” and none measure up. His insights into trading concepts will always
stand the test of time. Keeping up with the latest information on options is mandatory and no one does it more
masterfully than Larry. Cook Trading Instruction, East Sparta, Ohio The options product is the premier tool
for managing risk, but most professionals are no longer taught about it, and individual investors shun it
because of its supposed complexity. McMillan not only makes this risk management tool easy to understand,
but fun to learn. Did you realize that if you own a car you own a put? Read the book and find out how you are
already using options as a risk management tool without realizing it. This book should be read by everyone
â€” professionals and individual investors alike. Every serious investor should read this book. About the
Author Lawrence G. McMillan is the editor of The Option Strategist Newsletter and the author of numerous
articles on options and investment trading. Formerly senior vice president of the Equity Arbitrage Department
at Thomson McKinnon Securities, he currently publishes newsletters and gives seminars on options, manages
money for private clients and trades his own account In addition, detailed examples, exhibits,and checklists
show you the power of each strategy under carefully described market conditions Product Details Publisher:
4: Options as a Strategic Investment - Lawrence G. McMillan - Google Books
Options as a Strategic Investment - Ebook download as PDF File .pdf) or read book online. Option as a strategic
Investment.

5: 10 Options Strategies To Know | Investopedia
The market in listed options and non-equity option products provides investors and traders with a wealth of new,
strategic opportunities for managing their investments. This updated and revised Fifth Edition of the bestselling Options
as a Strategic Investment gives you the latest market-tested.

6: Options as a Strategic Investment by Lawrence G. McMillan | www.enganchecubano.com
Great Tool for Investors User Review - missvicky - www.enganchecubano.com Couldnt wait to get my own copy of
Options as a Strategic Investment as Im sure my local library would like to lend their only copy out to others.
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Editions for Options as a Strategic Investment: (Hardcover published in ), (Hardcover published in ), (Paperback.

8: Mile Hi Property - Real Estate & Homes For Sale in Colorado
Edit PDFs online on any desktop or mobile device. Change text, images and graphics in PDF documents online. E-sign,
share and print PDFs in a few clicks. Get a legal copy from a library or Kindle Unlimited or some similar source, or dig
into your wallet and pay for it. Remember that many free.

9: McMillan on Options vs Options as a Strategic Investment | Elite Trader
The market in listed options and non-equity option products provides investors and traders with a wealth of new,
strategic opportunities for managing their investments.
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